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Summary

This article is part of a For-Discussion-Section of Methods of Information in Medicine about the paper “The New Role of Biomedical Informatics in the Age of Digital Medicine” written by Fernando J. Martin-Sanchez and Guillermo H. Lopez-Campos [1]. It is introduced by an editorial. This article contains the combined commentaries invited to independently comment on the paper of Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos. In subsequent issues the discussion can continue through letters to the editor.
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With these comments on the paper “The New Role of Biomedical Informatics in the Age of Digital Medicine” written by Fernando J. Martin-Sanchez and Guillermo H. Lopez Campos [1], the journal seeks to stimulate a broad discussion on the future role of biomedical and health informatics as scientific discipline. An international group of experts has been invited by the editor of Methods to comment on this paper. Each of the invited commentaries forms one section of this paper.
1. Comment by N. Al-Shorbaji

Commenting on a piece like this one [1] is not an easy task especially that it was authored by two distinguished biomedical informaticians. They have expressed serious concerns about the discipline and even the profession itself but also made a clear way forward by stating that “the most decisive factor of progress is the proper use of data, information, knowledge and evidence.” This confirms what we have been saying about health being a data intensive and knowledge-based sector [2]. The future of healthcare will depend on the quality and quantity of health data collected, analyzed and used for the benefit of the individual. The population in general and patients in particular will be better served by moving data about them rather than moving them to where healthcare services are located. The extreme concern is expressed at the end of the article when the authors say “These new, and not so new, domains are becoming a real threat, which could rip and tear our discipline, stripping it away from some of our most relevant areas of work”. They concluded by saying “If Biomedical Informatics does not start to significantly embrace and complement the emergence of these new disciplines, we could be in grave danger of becoming irrelevant. The cost of this to our patients and our society could be devastating”. This reflects a very dark view of how disciplines interrelate. It projects a view of a single-handed branch of science attempting to do everything for humanity. To explain this point further, and despite the fact that the article is loaded with terms and has a rich discussion on terminology, it did not cite any of the systematic reviews of eHealth terminology (by accident or on purpose) [3] [4] [5]. The denial of the existence of this body of knowledge did not help in mapping a future direction for the profession or the discipline.

With the diversity of definitions and descriptions, it has become clear that we are all talking about the same thing which is “the use of information and communication technology in health”. The description of eHealth provided by the World Health Assembly resolution of 2005 [6] still stands as it says “eHealth is the cost-effective and secure use of information and communications technologies in support of health and health-related fields, including health-care services, health surveillance, health literature, and health education, knowledge and research”.

The core concept for which the authors are making the case is understandably “Biomedical Informatics” and “biomedical informaticians”. The authors are confident that “informaticians” can do and should do a huge list of tasks. I, for sure, do not agree that the “informaticians” have an infinite capacity, expertise, knowledge and skills to do all this solo, as implied in the article. They need to be more humble by being more open to working with other professionals to form teams that can better understand and deliver programmes and produce research on areas such health promotion, standardization and interoperability, system design, clinical trials, digital imaging, data analysis, etc.

The space of eHealth is wide enough and should be fertile enough to absorb professionals from multiple disciplines and then blend them to help in creating a good health service delivery system that is comprehensive, accessible, universal, equitable, safe, cost effective,
secure, sustainable and accountable. Such a system cannot be designed and managed only by “informaticians”.

Two additional complexities added in this paper: one is in its title as it refers to “age of digital medicine” and we all know for fact that “health” is much bigger than “medicine” which has been fully recognized in the paper itself when referring to the different aspects that contribute to the health of people including the environment and other elements. The other one is the term “informatician” which is not recognized even in language dictionaries. These dictionaries refer always to “informatics” and the closest to it being Bioinformatics defined by Oxford Dictionary [7] as “The science of collecting and analysing complex biological data such as genetic codes.” The paper itself does not offer a comprehensive definition of biomedical informatics.

Hersh [8] in 2006 asked the question ”Who are the informaticians?” and said “By these definitions, informatics has some characteristics of a profession. While there is a continued growth in the self-identification of medical informaticians, the field still lacks a formally defined curriculum and set of agreed-on competencies. Some analyses have assessed the curricula of educational programs and how they match emerging definitions of professional competencies, finding a great diversity in curricula”.

The challenging question is “is biomedical informatics” a discipline and that informaticians are the professionals within this discipline or it is just a self-identification issue?” This might be the case for all the other self-identified groups and disciplines that the paper excellently referred to in different countries and in different settings.

I am, therefore of the opinion to use the term eHealth as an umbrella term to refer to all the other old and emerging disciplines and concepts. I would not go to the extent of creating a new term such as “eHealthian” or “eHealth Scientist” or “Digital Health Scientist” taking “Big Data Scientist” as a model. I am of the opinion also that one day the “e”, the “tele”, the digital, and the “u” etc. will disappear and we will continue to use health and medicine especially that computers (i.e. digital data processing and communication equipment) will be in every single discipline and human activity. What we have been observing is emerging terminologies describing activities that focus on “the most decisive factor of progress (which) is the proper use of data, information, knowledge and evidence” as the authors of the paper said on page 9. We have been observing healthcare professionals getting interested in the use of ICT in health and/or ICT professionals finding themselves in the middle of a health project in which ICT is heavily used. In both cases the two professions learn from each other’s and these professionals become a new hybrid breed.

Therefore, I would like in the rest of my comment to focus on two issues that I feel of great importance as a contribution to this discussion:

1. eHealth is multidisciplinary/interdisciplinary

The article never made a reference to biomedical informatics or any of the disciplines that it discussed as interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary. It referred to the “intersection” between
certain disciplines. The Free Dictionary on the Internet defines interdisciplinary [9] as “it involves the combining of two or more academic disciplines into one activity (e.g. a research project). It is about creating something new by crossing boundaries, and thinking across them”. The Dictionary even used bioinformatics as an example to demonstrate the meaning when it said “Bioinformatics as an interdisciplinary field combining molecular biology with computer science”. [10]

Different reviews have made the point clear that within the practice of eHealth or any of the alternative terms and concepts used to describe the healthcare delivery through the use of information and communication technology (ICT) one has to establish one form or the other of a multidisciplinary/interdisciplinary team. That team has to have ICT professionals who know computer hardware and software and who know telecommunication infrastructure, methods and protocols. The team has to have healthcare professionals being nurses, clinicians, pathologists, radiologists or any other health-related professional. That is probably why we have the term “tele-medicine” and all the other medical or health specialties which created terms such as tele-radiology, tele-psychology, tele-… etc. If it is not about team formation, it is then about formation, education and training of the eHealth professionals. That professional has to be specialized in a health-related field and conversant with ICT or vice versa. One cannot have a radiologist or a pediatrician as biomedical Informatician without proper training in the use of ICT. The power of combing the two disciplines is what makes this new discipline unique and worth what it is worth. Billions of dollars are spent on eHealth projects, patient safety is at stake as a result of using or not properly using ICT in healthcare, a huge body of research has emerged on the evidence and value of use of ICT for health and a huge number of professionals are practicing ICT for health in all healthcare units. Bahgon and Jacobson [11] concluded that “Successful implementation of eHealth solutions is not a sum of technology, innovation and health; Rather it’s the expertise of tailoring knowledge and leadership capabilities in multidisciplinary areas: clinical, ethical, psychological, legal, comprehension of patient and medical team engagement etc.” Van Velsen, Wentzel and Van Gemert-Pijnen [12] went further to say “The potential of eHealth technology can only be fully exploited when it is developed by a multi-disciplinary team who apply a human-centered approach that takes the specifics of the context (both organizational and that of the individual user) in which the technology is to be used into account”.

2. Universal Health Coverage in the Sustainable Development Goals

At the UN Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20), held in Rio de Janeiro in June 2012, 192 UN member states agreed to establish an intergovernmental working group to design the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as a successor of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) [13]. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), officially known as transforming our world; the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, are an intergovernmental set of 17 aspirational Goals with 169 targets. The SDGs were approved by the United Nations General Assembly in September 2015. [14]
The SDGs are very broad and complex in general as they address all aspects of human development. Health, which is our concern here, is in a relatively good position as SDGs provide a very comprehensive set of health targets with multiple linkages to other SDGs as contributor and beneficiary. The SDGs represent a set of “Integrated and indivisible” targets and progress in one area is dependent on progress in many others. This simply means achieving an SDG will automatically contribute to the achievement of another. Improving education, elevating poverty and improving housing conditions, etc. will automatically help better health status of the individual and the community at large.

Now considering the terminology used by Sanchez1 and Lopez-Campos in the paper which includes terms like “exposome” which was coined by Christopher Wild [15] (currently Director of the WHO IARC in Lyon) in his 2005 article saying "At its most complete, the exposome encompasses life-course environmental exposure (including lifestyle factors), from the prenatal period onwards.”

Health in the SDGs is represented as Goal 3 which reads “Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all. In addition to Goal 3 on health, health is heavily represented either to contribute or to benefit from other goals and targets such as ending poverty, equitable education, gender equality, ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all, end hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development. The Goal itself has 12 targets distributed in three groups as follows:

1. Targets on the unfinished and expanded MDGs:
   - 3.1: Reduce maternal mortality
   - 3.2: End preventable newborn and child deaths
   - 3.3: End the epidemics of HIV, TB, malaria and NTD and combat hepatitis, waterborne and other communicable diseases
   - 3.7: Ensure universal access to sexual and reproductive health-care services

2. New MDG Targets:
   - 3.4: Reduce mortality from NCD and promote mental health
   - 3.5: Strengthen prevention and treatment of substance abuse
   - 3.6: Halve global deaths and injuries from road traffic accidents
   - 3.9: Reduce deaths and illnesses from hazardous chemicals and air, water and soil pollution and contamination

3. Means of implementation target:
   - 3.a: Strengthen implementation of framework convention on tobacco control
3.b: Provide access to medicines and vaccines for all, support R&D of vaccines and medicines for all

3.c: Increase health financing and health workforce in developing countries

3.d: Strengthen capacity for early warning, risk reduction and management of health risk.

Target 3.7 on Universal Health Coverage is comprehensive and may stand on its own as inclusive to all others. It considers all aspects of health care delivery. The Target reads “By 2030, ensure universal access to sexual and reproductive health-care services, including for family planning, information and education, and the integration of reproductive health into national strategies and programmes”. WHO [16] stated that “The goal of universal health coverage is to ensure that all people obtain the health services they need—prevention, promotion, treatment, rehabilitation and palliation without risk of financial ruin or impoverishment, now and in the future. Prior to that and based on the WHO report of 2010 [17], UHC was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly resolution in 2012. [18] Universal Health Coverage (UHC) provides a platform for an integrated approach for the SDG health-related targets that should overcome the compartmentalized approaches of the previous MDGs. The SDG agenda provides a critical opportunity to consider health in a much more integral manner with the economic, social and environmental goals.

With the language used in the Sustainable Development Goals and more specific in the UHC we find great synergy between them. The health of the individual is not only a result of gene sequence, phenome or exposome. Health is the result of all these. The language that is used by scientists, including biomedical informaticians and the language used by politicians and health economists are different despite the fact that they mean the same thing.

The proper use of data, information, knowledge and evidence is the common denominator between what biomedical informaticians want to achieve and what politicians want to achieve. SDGs are driven by data and science and can only be achieved if data, information, knowledge and evidence are properly used.

In conclusion, there is a huge opportunity for integration of healthcare and medical services through data and there is huge opportunity for interdisciplinary team work both in the academic world, research and practice. This opportunity should not be lost as a result of emerging terminologies and professions on the expense of target populations being healthy or sick. Health services should not only target the sick people, more important as stipulated in the paper to go for the prevention, protection, promotion, treatment, rehabilitation and palliation. This is about care during the whole life of the individual leaving room for professionals form all disciplines to use ICT to manage health data in proper and ethical manner.
2. **Comment by R. Bellazzi**

Biomedical informatics (BMI) is a fascinating discipline that stands at the intersection of many fields, from computer science and informatics to medicine and biology. Its ultimate goal is supporting biomedical decision-making and scientific discovery by the proper use of data, information and knowledge [19]. BMI has, by nature, soft boundaries, and its core competencies (https://www.amia.org/biomedical-informatics-core-competencies) are general enough to be expanded and revised when needed.

In fact, BMI has a peculiar position: it is instrumental to achieve goals of other disciplines, such as clinical medicine and translational biomedical sciences, it relies on results of other disciplines, such as statistics and social sciences, and it applies technologies coming from other disciplines, such as computer science and bioengineering. In other words, BMI can be considered as the bridging discipline of biomedical information [20]. For this reason, it is probably more engineering than science, thus playing a crucial role in the effective implementation of biomedical information systems. However, as it happens with engineering, it produces original scientific and technological results that contribute to the growth of the body of fundamental knowledge.

The paper “The New Role of Biomedical Informatics in the Age of Digital Medicine”, by Fernando Martin-Sanchez and Guillermo Lopez-Campos [1], focuses the attention of the BMI community on the concurrence of three important drivers of change that are nowadays impacting on medicine: participatory health, precision medicine and big data science. Also due to such factors, medicine is (finally) moving fast towards the digital world [21], so fast that NIH has a specific goal to “build a digital ecosystem for biomedicine” [22] (datascience.nih.gov), and that many IT industrial players are increasingly involved in large scale biomedical projects.

The paper stresses that, paradoxically, BMI run the risk of becoming marginal in its own field, due to the concurrent combination of two factors:

i) the tendency of researchers and practitioners of staying in their perceived comfort zone, such, in the BMI case, electronic health records, biomedical terminologies and standards, statistical analysis of clinical data; this may lead to miss challenges and opportunities posed by precision medicine [23, 24], participatory health [25] and exposomics [26].

ii) the uneven positioning of the national medical informatics societies in the different countries, both in terms of their scientific standing and of their impact on national policies.

These two factors may open space to initiatives that will soon start to rediscover the wheel, with the obvious effect of wasting time and resources of the research community and, at the same time, of posing a serious threat to BMI as a field.

The paper is properly highlighting that the current period is characterized by a lucky combination of technology push (big data technologies) [27] and market pull (precision medicine) [28]. It is therefore essential to be able to exploit such combination by making BMI as the “epicenter” discipline for biomedical information, following the NIH/NLM approach.
This changing role of BMI will require to re-use and only to partially transform core competences that belong to our community, such as data representation, data integration, information extraction, knowledge engineering, data analysis and mining.

As previously mentioned, BMI has an engineering nature and a problem-solving inspiration, it has soft boundaries and it may naturally embrace a number of relevant technological and methodological challenges, including [29]:

- To be able to deal with the participatory medicine “revolution”, adding strategies to manage, represent and distillate information coming from patients;

- To include exposomics in the holistic scenario of managing information that goes from molecules to population.

- To leverage on the ability of handling data variety by integrating and fusing biomedical data, images, signals, text to support decision-making.

- To build, managing and analyzing very large databases and distributed data resources.

- To support translational bioinformatics in the process of feeding precision medicine with results coming from fundamental molecular and biological knowledge

- To exploit big data technologies and to implement big-data ready computational frameworks

In a nutshell, to cope with the risk of staying in the comfort zone, BMI will have to continue to do (and not to forget) what it has done over the last 50 years, by continuously adapting to problems posed by the society and by exploiting the opportunities offered by emerging technologies. Grounding on the fundamental relationships between data, information and knowledge, BMI will have to plug and play new data, new technologies and new problems to providing a growing impact to the scientific community and to the people. This is of course particularly challenging, especially in educational programs, since education is necessarily slower than technology [30, 31].

Moreover, in the future, BMI will need to establish cross-fields alliances, in particular with the other scientific communities involved in the biomedical informatics game. For example, the coordination with BMI groups and conferences in the area computer science and bioengineering is crucial for cultural and strategic reasons. As already previously mentioned, participatory medicine and big data requires constant injection of advanced methodological contributions in the area of signal processing, very large databases, networking and distributed AI. Furthermore, it will be important to reinforce existing links with translational bioinformatics and computational genomics, to strengthen relationships with public health and to start specific initiatives in environmental health.

As concerns the second remark of the paper by Martin and Lopez-Campos about the weakness of BMI societies and BMI perception in some key countries, it is easy to note that this is a real potential limitation for the growth of the field. Being BMI a discipline that is
strongly interrelated to other ones, it runs the risk of being subsumed. In many countries, biomedical researchers and decision-makers do not even consider BMI as a separate discipline that require specific know-how and formal training. This impacts on the decision-making process, which very often is in the hands of managers without any BMI education. The situation is obviously critical, because, the lack of BMI culture and recognition leads to under-estimate the complexity of informatics interventions, with negative consequences on costs and outcomes.

The weak positioning of BMI has other negative impacts: for example, BMI has not been included in the list of disciplines explicitly considered by the panels of the European research Council (ERC). The ERC panel structure consists of “25 panels, grouped in three disciplinary domains, covering the entire spectrum of science, engineering and scholarship in the remit of the ERC: Social Sciences and Humanities, Life Sciences, Physical Sciences and Engineering” (https://erc.europa.eu/evaluation-panels). The lack of BMI (while bioinformatics is in the list) makes it very hard for BMI researchers to apply for ERC grants. Moreover, since the ERC panels have been considered as the starting points to classify grants application in some EU countries, like Italy, the same problem occurs downwards.

In Italy, by the way, the situation of BMI is quite critical. BMI has been scattered in different groups and society belonging to different cultural provenance (physicians, engineers, bioinformaticians), and, at the moment, there is no single society affiliated to IMIA. Needless to say, previous attempts have been poorly able to contribute to the digital health efforts of the country. For this reason, the Italian Biomedical Informatics Society (SIBIM) has been created this year, with the hope to gain a scientific leadership and visibility that may provide a reference for the BMI national initiatives.

However, only a joint and coordinated action of international and national societies and federations can be truly effective.

As a consequence, it is becoming urgent that BMI international organizations, such as IMIA and EFMI, devote consistent efforts in reinforcing the role of BMI in the policy-making processes, and in supporting national societies to increase their local influence. The role of the most successful national associations is of paramount importance, too, in order to strengthen the message that BMI academic training and research is mandatory in the era of digital medicine. AMIA, for example, has been successful to influence precision medicine policies and governmental actions. Its support and example can be beneficial also for other countries.

Rephrasing the last sentence of Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos paper, an “inconvenient truth” is that BMI, much more than other fields, cannot rest or slow/down, but rather, it must keep running fast to be able to continue to contribute to health care, science and, finally to people lives. It is our responsibility, as researchers in the area, to find the balance between the need of stabilizing BMI as a discipline, strengthening its standing and visibility, and, at the same time, of maintaining its dynamic and open nature.
3. Comment by F. G. B. de Quiros

Digital medicine will be finally driven by patients or physician needs?

The article by Martin Sanchez and Lopez Campos [1] describes the concept of Digital Medicine, how precision and participatory medicine play an important role in this scenario, and the new “role” that the patient has in this context with the use of digital technology in the everyday life [32]. We can say that the concept and principles of precision medicine are not new since it is one of the main objectives of the medical practice to classify diseases or conditions the patient has and work on how to prescribe a specific treatment based on a diagnosis. What have changed are how new advances in diagnostic and treatment options are available adding social and environmental factors that enhance and open a great amount of options that make it hard to integrate without the help of information technology, because of the convergence of genetic and molecular information. This poses a new dilemma on how to properly manage the right treatment for the patient [33].

Interest in precision medicine is shared, but different points of view and needs, from patients, physicians, health systems, payers, and the diagnostics and pharmaceutical industries that may not be completed aligned.

The patient that has been using IT tools in their daily life, when a condition or disease is present they will try to look for a better understanding of their disease, including the best and effective therapy available, together with the prognosis. It can be a burden for the healthcare system (including physicians) to articulate and find a proper balance between the patients’ interest and needs with the sensitive use of resources, since most of the new diagnostics tests and treatment options have risen the costs of healthcare making it in some situations difficult to be instrumented in many developing countries, since it is home to 84 % of the world’s population, but only accounts 12 % of the global spending on health. On the other hand in developed economies the costs of healthcare have risen to a point that the system might collapse. So there is a risk that precision medicine might only be a privilege for those who can “pay for it”, adding another item to the big list of health disparities that developing countries are dealing with [34].

As we have said earlier in this new context of digital medicine the patient plays a new and important role driven by the use of IT, this has been explained in Topol’s “Creative Destruction of Medicine” where he describes how medicine is changing the approach of treating medical conditions from the traditional population-based methodology to individualized or personalized medicine with the use of digital technologies that work as driving forces of this transformation. Topol proposes that healthcare can improve when patients are involved in the decision on what treatment to have, when they have more information that is properly used and provided. Nowadays people rely on social media and any kind of information available on the Web for making health decisions so the current challenge is how to help them in getting the right information that might not lead to inappropriate or unnecessary use of healthcare procedures [35].

It is fact that patients are being gradually more involved in Social Media [36] so the healthcare team needs to address this issue and try to establish social network intervention
strategies: first try to identify and promote champions or opinion leaders as agents of change; also try to identify groups in order to stratify or what kind of people need to be addressed; find ways of stimulating the “viral effect” by peer to peer sharing of information and finally try to be part of the social network by participating and introducing health advisors and try to engage other groups, agencies or NGOs to work on a common purpose. [37] 
There is new scenario and it’s changed the traditional form of care driven by the active involvement of patients, this results in a medical care that has become more “population based”, since patients are driving their own care, lets hope that this new situation can help the development of digital medicine.
4. Comment by S. Koch

Healthcare is considered lagging behind other industries regarding modern information technology [38], especially mobile technology [39] and healthcare professionals often use more advanced technologies in their private life than they are offered at their workplace. Healthcare managers seek for ways to speed up digitalisation in hospitals and to manage clinical workflows more efficiently through information technology. It is not new that such situations call upon technology-driven initiatives. Such initiatives generally have in common that they ignore Biomedical Informatics as a discipline. In this context, Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos discuss the implications of the arising field of Digital Medicine on Biomedical Informatics [1]. Defining Digital Medicine as “the convergence between the digital revolution and medicine” [1], they emphasise new research opportunities for biomedical informatics along two lines, namely “participatory and precision medicine”. To solve the informational problems in these two areas by adequately managing genome, exposome and phenome data as well as their interactions is considered to be at the core of Biomedical Informatics. This should also be considered the advantage of our field in respect to Digital Medicine.

Competition between hype and science?

Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos visualise the increasing popularity of Digital Health compared to Biomedical Informatics through a Google Trends search [1]. Replicating the same search in scientific databases (namely PubMed and IEEE Xplore) renders another image. Biomedical Informatics is mentioned 20 times more often than Digital Health in PubMed and 10 times more often in IEEE Xplore and a decreasing trend cannot be identified yet. This does however not lessen the problem of new tech terms appearing and threatening our field. About 15 years ago it was the term eHealth that appeared [40] and that is now on the way to disappear and be replaced by Digital Health. We have the advantage of a comprehensive view on an integrated discipline and we need to focus on the scientific basis of our field. However, we also need to get better in promoting our discipline to those outside the biomedical informatics community. An inherent problem of the field of Biomedical Informatics is that Informatics as a discipline is interpreted differently in different countries and that we have so many ways entitling it [41]. We combine theories, methods and models from many fields such as information systems, computer science, cognitive science, biology and human-computer interaction apart from developing our own [42], which is, both a strength and a weakness. A strength, because we grasp the field of biomedical informatics in a holistic way and a weakness because we struggle to systematically describe our own theories, methods and models and a scientific description of biomedical informatics from an informational perspective is still lacking [43]. Without this, we will have difficulties moving science forward and promoting our field.
Towards preventative medicine

Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos regard precision and participatory medicine as contributing ideas towards the more ideal concept of preventative medicine [1]. Precision and participatory medicine are complementary, both regarding types and content of data. Whereas we have been collecting data for precision medicine structured and systematically, participatory medicine is still rather unexplored from an informatics point-of-view. Patients take control over their health and Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos consider the electronic health record to be one of the best tools to do so. However, we know that even tethered personal health records do not fulfil the requirements patients have towards them [44] and previous studies reported that computerized history taking by patients outperformed routine care in collecting historical data relevant for risk stratification [45]. Patients will provide us with new types of data that will be of relevance to achieve preventative medicine. Social media, mobile health apps, and self-tracking devices enable patients with chronic diseases to track their health or to achieve a specific aim, e.g. adjustment of medication [46]. Patients engaged in the quantified-self movement [47] increasingly set-up their own single subject design studies (n-of-1 trials). Biomedical informatics offers the methods and tools for the design and analysis of (series of) n-of-1 trials making them accessible to clinicians and patients and supporting the seamless integration of n-of-1 trials into clinicians’ practices and patients’ lives [48]. This area will not only provide exciting challenges for biomedical informatics but also enhance systematic data collection on the comparative effectiveness of treatments directly in the practice setting.

In conclusion, I agree with Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos in that the era of Digital Medicine provides new, exciting opportunities for biomedical informaticians and we need to make sure we are on the driving seat of this development.
This paper [1] elaborates on a keynote presentation by the first author at MIE 2015 in Madrid. It discusses the challenges, risks and opportunities presented to BMI by the increasing penetration of digital devices, their computational power, and rapid, mobile communication capabilities, which are not only affecting the practice of medicine and health care in general, but also affording more direct engagement of patients and consumers with their practitioners, raising difficult issues for personalization in “digital medicine”. The authors also address challenges involved in biomedical research in terms of the promises of “precision medicine” which will require considerable advances in the underlying sciences and their ability to help us understand the “translations” of genomic and other basic science discoveries into comparable discoveries about what might be suitably useful clinical phenotypes based on genotypical, developmental, behavioral, and environmental information.

The paper offers a comprehensive overview of the definitions of digital medicine, its evolution, and how BMI has, and is likely to affect its practice. It is very up-to-date with current nomenclature of the myriad ways in which informatics contributes to, and is affected by, developments in Precision Medicine – such as the exposome concept – and Participatory Health – such as the Quantified Self projects.

As in any broad position paper, there are many aspects one can question and disagree with. In Table 1 the authors compare and contrast the differences between Personalized and Precision medicine, some of which might be generally conventionally accepted, but others not so, with unnecessarily constraining results for the arguments made. These include, under the criterion of Data Sources, that personalized medicine focuses on just genomic and clinical data – whereas Precision Medicine is multidimensional, by adding molecular, multi-omic and other exposome data sources. This choice of contrast can be disputed as simply being an artifact of the early stages of both fields, where Precision medicine has yet to produce enough multi-omic and exposomic results to be widely recognized as useful to most practitioners for routine clinical application. Likewise, for their criterion of Patient Monitoring where the contrast given is between discrete and static “snapshots” of a patient’s condition for Personalized Medicine vs Precision medicine looking for the best continuous, dynamic stratification for modeling a patient’s clinical journey. This can be seen as a distinction between the largely scientific, research oriented analysis of population data in the latter vs. the individual clinical goals of the former – also a reflection of the early stage of precision medicine and efforts at personalization. One can argue strongly against this contrast, since producing a static “snapshot” view of a patient during a clinical visit is usually due to operational factors of healthcare: limited time and the considerable effort needed to systematically update the full clinical history record of a patient being monitored. In the “good old days” of clinical medicine where a physician or nurse spent as much time as needed to listen to the patient and his/her family, and kept meticulous written records of what was said as well as what the physical examination showed, the dynamic long-term temporal analysis modeling the patient’s journey was done much more comprehensively, though maybe not with the
“precision” that the new label for this kind of medicine pretends to in incorporating –omic and other exposomic data (presumably precise, but rarely yet so!).

The contrasts chosen for the last two categories given in Table 1 are likewise debatable: personalized medicine is only reductionist for practitioners who are themselves reductionist and seeking easy and quick answers under the pressure of time – good clinicians are equally integrative and “system thinkers” as anyone who is working in precision medicine. One could argue that precision medicine will not go very far unless it works with such clinically insightful and caring physicians. For the final criterion of patient role, listing it as passive for personalized medicine is more a function of the social mores and “positivistic science” approaches of medicine of the 19th and 20th centuries – authoritative opinions on the part of physicians and nurses, and definite “evidence-based” rules for diagnosis and therapy as the expected outcomes of clinical research. This ignores developments of the past 30-40 years, where increasing insights from behavioral, cognitive and social science are beginning to influence scientific thinking in more nuanced ways, while having some impact on healthcare practitioners in moving them away from traditional authoritarian behavioral models. This commentator finds such sharp and rather simple contrasts not as useful as they might have been with a deeper analysis.

The third section of the paper concludes with a discussion of participatory medicine which emphasizes efforts that involve patients in their self-care through various technological and informatics means. The authors use it to highlight the central role of informatics in these efforts, which is well-taken.

Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos then proceed to give examples from their own experience that point to the challenges, opportunities and dangers for informatics in the move to mobile, personalized medicine. They describe the results of a survey they carried out on what is described as the “affordances” of social media (self-presentation, connection, exploration, narration, and adaptation), which influence how people use a particular artifact in particular ways. Their conclusion is that while technological platforms change often, modalities of patient interaction are always relevant and affordance factors correlate with health outcomes for chronically ill patients – not a surprising result. They then move to describe a Quantified–Self project which they worked on in Australia where they investigated the information flows from a self-monitoring device to a smartphone, to the cloud, and looked at different information architectures and communication protocols involved. They published a white paper with a proposed classification scheme relating self-quantifying devices and software to human activities related to health – sleep and exercise. This is presented as a first attempt to help develop minimum information standards for the description and annotation of experiments in this field.

The authors then provide a brief description of their notion of exposome informatics, pointing out how it fits at the intersection between participatory and precision medicine, pointing to the needs and virtues of collaboration between biomedical-health informatics and bioinformatics. This is not a new plea, but one that typically is not realized in practice due to many divergences as well as overlaps in goals, background, education and self-selection in these
fields as discussed in [49]. In the next section on the changing role of biomedical informatics the authors emphasize that the earlier layered molecule-to-population view of biomedical informatics [50] usually neglected environmental factors as emphasized by the exposome and expotype projects, pointing out how massive amounts of individual data can now be gathered from patient/subject specific devices over the lifetime of a patient. They then show an information flow diagram to describe these processes.

The final section of the paper entitled Perspectives describe some of the professional experiences of the authors as members of the biomedical informatics communities in Australia and Spain, noting the differences in history and coverage of topics, which in both cases focused on health informatics and its applications, and paid little attention to foundational research in BMI. For Spain they mention that two new associations dealing with Digital Health and eHealth have been formed, challenging the existing IMIA-affiliated SEIS organization. The authors question whether societies that are centered more on the technology, communication and business aspects rather than on the core of scientific informatics issues of standards and interoperability and usability of systems can really work without well-trained biomedical informaticians. They then go on to argue that it is informatics alone which is ready to tackle the complex issues of empowering patients in the use of new informatics technologies in this age of digital medicine, starting with the electronic health record as a means by which patients can be allowed “more control over their own health” – taking technological device integration, cognitive approaches to decision support, while also contributing to evolving developments in data analytics, visualization and presentation. They argue for the need for n-of-1 or single-subject clinical trials, which raises scientific, mathematical modeling, and bioethical issues – but which the authors do not identify specifically.

In summary, as an overview paper that looks into the future of biomedical informatics as a unique field for bringing a scientific approach to biomedical problems of human-technology interactions, the paper touches on many of the relevant points in a broad and easy-to-read manner.

The paper unfortunately does not provide a satisfactory sense of where the field finds underlying informatics “grand challenges” – such as those involving the integration of different ontologies, that are sufficiently fundamental and deep themselves that they do not yield to the easy re-labeling of existing mathematical, statistical, and computational models and methods or description by superficial and largely content-free analogies captured by ambiguous conceptual graphs. The paper also neglects to go into the complex factors that can account for the harms rather than benefits, which technology can introduce into healthcare practices [51]. Asking biomedical informatics to embrace a number of newly labeled fields such as participatory or precision medicine is reasonable, but as stated above, the rationales given are not always the most convincing. So, this is a thought-provoking paper on possible future connections of biomedical informatics to digital medicine, even if short on new insights into how these connections may play out.
6. **Comment by N. Lovell**

*What’s in a name?*

Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos in their paper “The new role of biomedical informatics in the age of digital medicine” explore the role of biomedical informatics (BMI) in not just facilitating progress in research fields that are the foundation of digital medicine, but also in supporting the practice and delivery of health care. They expound on the evolving and converging fields of information technology and health care, noting the identity crisis that is potentially facing the BMI profession. This identity crisis, while more relevant today due to the way ideas, thoughts and concepts can be widely adopted and promulgated, has faced the field for many decades. The authors note that public health informatics applies at the population level but in certain areas of the world the concept of health informatics and BMI are used loosely and nearly interchangeably and span levels of hierarchical scale. They report on the popularity of a number of key terms by way of Google Trends, showing that BMI has afforded relative stability over the past decade, while other terms have waxed and waned. While the authors themselves did not explore other informatics terms, on conducting a similar search in Google Trends we see that the term ‘health informatics’ has also been stable over the last five years and being used some four times more frequently in searches when compared to BMI. On the other hand ‘bioinformatics’ was hugely popular a decade ago (some 100 times more trending than BMI) but has gradually declined to be about ten times more used than BMI today.

The reality is that we live in a society that is based around reinvention, with people and groups wishing to add their own contribution to the field, not to mention companies promoting technologies and associated standards in order to obtain competitive edge. One means of doing so is to use branding. Fields and areas of research may not change dramatically but they morph as they adopt the cloak of a new name. With our connected world, the morphing process is becoming easier but the BMI profession needs to recognize this fact and adopt to the introduction of new terminology and branding.

*The medium is the message*

The popular social commentator of previous generations, Marshall McLuhan, back in 1966, said that “the medium is the message”. He wrote that various communications mediums have distinct impacts on the consumers of media. While McLuhan died well before the digital age, not to see the rise of social media and pervasive information and communication technology (ICT), his vision extends to the current, with BMI not just a tool for digital medicine but indeed shaping the way healthcare is both delivered and practiced. Current healthcare delivery is shaped in myriad ways by ICT, with the abundance of technology and access to information being the driver, for example, for the rise of participatory medicine.

Perhaps the next wave of change that the authors did not specifically address is that of ‘The Internet of Things’ (IoT). The analyst firm Gartner says that by 2020 there will be over 26 billion connected devices [52] and Forbes has estimated that the healthcare market for IoT will reach US$117 billion by the same year [53]. With wearable, implantable and point-of-
care technologies all having the capability to report on not just one’s physiological measures but also the way a person interacts with their environment and possibly changes behavior in the onset of illness, the author’s emphasis on the Exposome becomes even more important and significant.

Plentiful preponderance of ‘P’ prefixes

The authors discuss the concept of Personalized, Precision and Participatory medicine. But the ‘P’ fest as a medicinal adjective does not stop there. Zhang and Poon [54] in their 2010 editorial in the IEEE Transactions on Information Technology in Biomedicine (now renamed the Journal of Biomedical and Health Informatics), extended this to a 6-P ‘p-Health’ paradigm, highlighting 3-Ps for what kind of healthcare decisions should be made (in a Preventive, Pre-emptive and Predictive fashion), and another 3-Ps for how healthcare decisions should be made (in a Personalized, Participatory and Pervasive manner).

Is there more alphabet soup when talking about BMI and a digital medicine nexus?

The genesis and development of participatory medicine in the age of ubiquitous social media, creates significant dilemmas for the profession, the industry and regulators alike. Citizens expect both the availability and connectivity of multiple data feeds, as well as data to be automatically and accurately synthesized into knowledge.

Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos briefly mention interoperability but don’t elaborate on a number of critical areas that have now arisen in the age of digital medicine. It would seem somewhat appropriate in this discussion to consider an analogy between the development of the field and an electrocardiogram. What follows from the origin of the heart contraction initiated by the P wave, is a QRS complex. In our analogy, the ‘P’ letter represents the beginning of many aspects of this p-Health era of digital medicine as elaborated in the previous section. But what follows – the QRS complex – is the need for Qualified, Regulated and Standardised systems, particularly with the implications of Big Data and the IoT revolution. This uncertain situation has arisen for a number of reasons, including the complexity and enormity of managing qualification of the thousands of emerging smartphone-based products, the resistance and influence of multinational players, and even simple lack of awareness of the issues by many involved – particularly academicians.

Qualification of device efficacy and safety, regulatory approval of a medical device and adoption of various standards for safe device operation, accurate analysis, and device and communications interoperability are all interwoven. The complexity of regulatory approval is probably the greatest uncertainty moving forward. As an example, in February of 2015 the USA Food and Drug Administration (FDA) amended previous guidance on the regulation of medical mobile apps to try and instill some clarity for developers and manufacturers on whether their product required regulatory examination and approval as a medical device. In simple terms the distinction is primarily drawn based on whether a device, app or software is used in the clinical care loop or is a personal lifestyle/wellness application. The former requiring approval, while the latter does not. However it is safe to say that a large number of existing apps that are currently available providing patient-specific analysis, diagnosis or
treatment recommendations are not compliant with the national regulatory authorities in the countries in which they are being used.

Riding the wave

Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos place a timely call to the BMI profession to acknowledge a wave of change and to be ready to ride this wave. With IoT, pervasive communications and computing, and an increasingly connected world, being coupled with a desire and necessity to adopt aspects of the p-Health model, this wave of change is like none that have passed before – a true tsunami. Due to the ‘QRS’ issues outlined above and issues of privacy, security and ethical concerns, the environment is proving to be even more turbulent. The argument that the authors’ make is that the BMI profession is perfectly placed to shape such advances, riding the wave of change.
7. Comment by V. Maojo

Proliferating Fields and New Terms around “Digital Medicine”

I want to thank, first, the MIM editors for inviting me to participate in such an interesting debate. In this case, I believe that the authors aim to shoot at the right target by addressing the concept of “digital medicine”, surrounded by other recent hot terms such as “digital health”, “precision medicine”, “participatory medicine”, “health 2.0” and many more that arise in recent papers, the Web and social networks. All of them needed to be addressed in an extended paper, from a biomedical informatics (BMI) perspective, given their proliferation. Thus, in addition to being timely, based on the experience of the authors in the area, and being written in a very readable form, this paper is reasonably comprehensive in addressing a large number of issues linked to the current novel digital technologies around biomedical research and clinical practice. The use of data from multiple sources —e.g., environment, body sensors, omics, external devices, integrated datasets, etc— surely adds substantial information that will influence future healthcare approaches. However, the extended view of many current trends presented in the manuscript —more broad than deep—, can lead, similarly, to lack of a specific, concrete focus. It is difficult, in fact, not to fall into this subtle trap if one wants to address the many topics that one can observe in what is called “digital medicine”. Finally, like the authors, when they state that nowadays patients are no longer patient, one can also finish reading the conclusions of the paper feeling that there is not a clear conclusion.

As well-pointed out by the authors, the original idea of the “e-patient” —including electronic sources of information and devices for healthcare— has been around for a long time, but what has dramatically changed is the perception of laypeople, the media and particularly many companies —both large and small— that realize now their increasing opportunities of doing a lucrative business in healthcare information. In this new social and media context, it is not strange that other previous, recent though incomplete accounts of what this “new” digital medicine is, have been largely successful in terms of readership, despite lacking an accurate scientific analysis. By way of example, a recent best-seller book, “The digital doctor” [56] —written by a recognized physician, married to a New York Times journalist, who helped him to envision the direction and writing of the book, in his own words—, has come to the attention of many readers, including biomedical informaticians. This author suggests that the “digital doctor” may still be premature, although promising in the future, with plenty of new applications. As suggested in the book, the past and present of BMI includes many failures, as shown by his analysis of electronic health records —a story that sometimes reminds one more of the Titanic than of what EHRs have actually achieved, despite their problems —a substantial advance for research and clinical medicine— or his statement about “the junkyard of failed computerized diagnostic systems built in the 1970s and 1980s”— undervaluing all the interesting ideas and advances that those pioneering systems introduced. Incidentally, at least one more issue indirectly relates both this “digital doctor” book and the paper by Martin-Sanchez and Campos. Both documents fail to mention Pubmed, probably the leading achievement of the whole area of BMI, which has transformed medicine and education. Even though Pubmed, and many achievements of the NLM and early biomedical informaticians seem frequently taken for granted, they are at the center of most biomedical and clinical research and practice —and will surely continue to be so in the future. And, similarly, little emphasis is placed in their manuscript on the evaluations that all these new approaches will require. Careful, controlled evaluations are a major issue for the many clinically-focused apps and microdevices that already crowd the technological market. Concepts such as “self-quantification” and “n-of-1 trials”, mentioned in the manuscript, surely open up promising paths for research, but they also pose open questions about entirely novel scientific methods that will be required, and their bioethics implications.
Adapting to technological shifts

Is this avalanche of technologies for medicine new? I work in a BMI group embedded in a school of computer science. While we are focused on our area, many of our neighbor groups — dedicated to topics such as ontologies, quantum computing, wireless devices, security, software analysis, data and text mining, planning, monitoring, etc — have worked, at some time, on medical applications. Usually they change topics when their interest ends, grants finish or fashionable trends shift to other areas. Should we demand exclusivity? Should we follow them, since they do not follow us? Of course not. We, as biomedical informaticians, cannot run after the last fashionable topic, trend or app, and change everything, from main research directions to PhD programs, unless some real breakthrough appears in informatics. In 1993, we did decide to do so at my group —like many BMI groups— when the Web showed its possibilities. But no clever group can be shifting its whole focus every two or three years, chasing after the latest technology.

Regarding some mentions that the authors make about the BMI situation in a couple of countries they are familiar with —Spain and Australia—, are they representative of BMI from an international perspective? For the Spanish situation —which I know well—, mentioned in the manuscript, there are deeper and more complex factors at work behind what they describe, which should require an extended commentary “per se”. For Australia, special local circumstances may also apply. In the case of the European Commission support in the ICT for Health area, it is not accurate that most or all funding was at some time dedicated to the Virtual Physiological Human. I have been myself involved in various large projects that dealt directly with typical BMI issues —interoperability, clinical trials, and EHRs. The latter were and are also the focus of different directions under the EC umbrella.

The very term “digital medicine”, central to the manuscript and previously proposed elsewhere, may be becoming increasingly popular —although such a popularity might be partially generated by media and bloggers, rather than by objective scientific reports alone—, but it seems an inadequate term for describing new trends in BMI. The shift from analog to digital machines and information processing in animals and machines were two of the main foundations of cybernetics, dating back to the work of Wiener in the 1940s [57]. With his cybernetics group, he changed the entire way of thinking and working in physiology, moving from the earlier focus on energy production and exchange to one emphasizing the coding, transmission, and feedback of information. Was this not already, in fact, the biological and social basis for digital medicine? And is it not also what we have been doing for decades in BMI? We all know that prospective biomedical informaticians may decide to forsake a research or academic path, when they realize that it is not necessary to follow a demanding PhD program in order to build a couple of apps that could make them millions very quickly, especially if they manage to sell their startups to Apple or Google. This fast lane existed long before Bill Gates decided to purchase a cheap operating system instead of studying computer science to learn how to write it himself, but trying to keep pace with technology cannot lead us to change PhD programs and their scientific foundations every few years. The separation between science and engineering in BMI has been often debated, and the best answer is that academic programs must teach students the foundations, methods and techniques of the area — both scientific and technological. Assuming such a premise, BMI programs can adapt to new technological advances or choose concrete paths —such as emphasizing data science, for instance, as is actually happening in some academic settings—, before major shifts in technology can lead old programs and people reluctant to change towards obsolescence. But this is what has always happened in all technological fields.
Scientific directions

A quick search of the 20 top-cited medical informatics papers in the ©Thomson-Reuters’ ISI Web of Science [58]—the fields of medical informatics and computational biology are separated in ISI—shows that a good part of them have not really contributed to substantially advance the scientific basis of the discipline. Then, to follow the paths proposed by popular journal references—even with large numbers of citations—and even more media (particularly social media) seems dangerous or even frequently inadequate for scientific purposes. To cope with the needs of industry, academic programs must be aware of the specific knowledge that is required to train a good professional, but these programs cannot shift their own content to automatically adapt to any new fashionable trend. The number of directions that appeared at some point as “definitive” future directions in informatics—and later faded away—is quite large. If professionals from other academic disciplines or industry do not seek advice from BMI professionals we, biomedical informaticians, must consider what might be wrong, of course, but the solution is not to change the name of the field or follow these external professionals along every pathway they choose to take.

I will reuse here a proposal that I made at the recent MIE 2015, in a debate about the role of BMI today, led by Dr Reinhold Haux, former MIM editor. In 1903, Russell and Whitehead wrote the “Principia Mathematica” [59], where they aimed to synthesize the foundations of what was known then about mathematics. Earlier, in 1900, David Hilbert, the leading mathematician in Europe in a time of great competition, proposed twenty three fundamental problems in mathematics, unsolved at the time, which ended up defining the entire agenda of mathematics for decades [60]. Their solution led, for instance, to the establishment of some of the theoretical foundations of computer science. Some people have tried to do something similar in other fields but there has not been, to my knowledge, a similar effort carried out in BMI by one or two persons—rather than by a consensus group, where all the really challenging ideas that could lead, for instance, to a Nobel Prize, might be immediately discarded as impossible or too risky. I will mention here one possible set of topics, usually left outside BMI: studies of how information is coded and transmitted in the brain. Such discoveries might lead to fundamental changes in both science and medicine, but have never been, to my knowledge, a central issue for BMI. One can ask: why not?

Conclusion

The paper by Martin-Sanchez and Campos, while surely necessary and interesting, wanders among all these (apparently) new concepts without reaching a challenging conclusion. The authors present an interesting analysis of many of the terms and ideas around digital medicine, but one feels that something else is still needed to study the implications for BMI of the many issues surrounding digital medicine. Who could disagree—now or even a century ago—with the authors, when they state in the Conclusions section that “Medicine is now at a crossroad”, that “From where we stand now, the challenges we face are endless” or that “There are no shortcuts on the road to success?” At the end, the paper lacks a concrete, practical thesis and specific recommendations that can serve as guides for future directions or actions. However, hopefully, the extended debate presented in this issue of the MIM journal will lead to new ideas for such an interesting topic. Besides that, the definitions and analysis of such a large number of terms and initiatives and its relationship with current views of BMI will surely be of great interest for professionals and students.

Let me finish with a digression about my favorite hobby, music. Today we have great chemical devices to detect and analyze any nanomolecule dissolved in a large pool, and the best sound analyzers
of all times, but the techniques that Antonio Stradivari developed to build violins in the XVII-XVIII centuries or those for singing by Manuel Garcia — the best of all historic operatic teachers, who lived in the XIX century —, to train various generations of operatic singers, are mostly forgotten in their practical details. So, many specialists believe that we have worse violins and operatic singers than in the past centuries, in spite of all the available technologies in both areas. Hopefully, technologies will not advance so quickly that the next generations of biomedical informaticians will forget the lessons learned in more than half a century of BMI research while they rush to build new apps for the latest smartphones, connected to a myriad of external sensors and sources.
8. Comment by H.-A. Park

Healthcare is facing a global crisis, due to increasing demand, increasing costs, decreasing reimbursements, shortages of healthcare workers, and misalignment of incentives.

Emerging information technologies such as EHR, advanced data analytics, mobile technologies, remote monitoring, wearable sensors, voice recognition, and new user interfaces can play an important role in solving these problems. However, most of these Health IT solutions are designed to improve efficiency, overlooking the patient who is a critical stakeholder in healthcare.

Marin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos [1] emphasized the importance of the patient in healthcare by introducing participatory medicine as one of the two main areas of application for biomedical informatics research. Participatory medicine focuses on allowing patients to take control of their own health. Tom Ferguson first used the term e-patient in 1996 to describe a medical consumer who is “equipped, empowered and engaged” in his or her own healthcare [61]. Ferguson viewed the evolution of e-patients as part of a “paradigm shift” that is happening in medical care, from viewing laypeople as consumers of healthcare to seeing them as the primary providers of healthcare [62].

Health information technology is creating new opportunities for patients to be fully equipped, empowered, and engaged in their health management. I would like to discuss how patient empowerment and engagement can be facilitated using virtual agents and avatars in healthcare. Virtual agents and avatars are interactive characters that exhibit human-like qualities. A dramatic shortage of healthcare professionals, knowledge explosion in healthcare, ubiquity of smartphones across all socioeconomic groups, and increasing sophistication of artificial intelligence have all certainly contributed to the deployment of virtual health agents and avatars in healthcare.

I would like to introduce the virtual agents and avatars developed as part of a Korean Health Avatar project, in which I am involved as one of the co-investigators. In this project, a person’s avatar is conceptualized as all health-related data about the person from genomic and clinical to lifelog data stored, accessed, and managed in a smartphone-enabled personal health record system supporting ASTM CCR (Continuity of Care Record) and HL7 CCD (Continuity of Care Document) standards for the IOS and Android mobile environment [63]. The avatar in this project is identical in concept to self-quantification -- which uses three types of data from the genome, the phenome, and the exposome -- as described in the Marin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos article. Healthcare agents are conceptualized as an integrated and distributed intelligence program, which is expected to provide a variety of health services to the person avatars. Virtual agents can fill the gap by standing in as proxies for healthcare providers, and can be regarded as a subcomponent of what is referred to as precision medicine in the Marin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos article. Individual person avatars interact with distributed healthcare agents for real-time personalized medicine through a platform, which also provides open APIs for the developers of distributed agents and profile registries for person avatars and healthcare agents.
There are various types of virtual agents and avatars available through the platform. For example, there are virtual agents for health promotion, such as one used to encourage lifestyle changes for those with metabolic syndrome and obesity [64], one used to remind people of age-appropriate periodic health screening to promote early detection of diseases such as breast cancer, and one used to encourage and improve adherence to medication for those with hypertension and high cholesterol [65]. There are virtual agents and avatars for self-management of chronic diseases such as Blue Avatar for the self-management of glucose, diet, exercise, lab, medication, and complications of diabetic patients. A virtual health agent that proactively reaches out to diabetic patients when they fail to enter their scheduled insulin injection can help patients to stay on track and prevent potentially precarious situations [66]. These types of virtual agents maximize patient engagement, particularly though personalized methods that employ motivational coaching, games, or social networking. Customized solutions to tackle specific conditions of patients, along with the ability to analyze personalized information, will create true wellness and self-management partners for patients.

There are virtual agents and avatars for predicting the risk of disease, or the probability of recovery or survival from a disease. For example, there are virtual agents predicting the occurrence of dementia, the probability of depression among adolescents, occurrence of adverse drug events, functional recovery from strokes, and survival from the top five cancers in Korea. There are virtual agents and avatars for disease management: for example. Avatar Beans representing chronic renal disease patients and DialysisNet representing health agents who take care of chronic renal patients, Avatar Jr. representing childhood cancer patients and KidsNet representing health agents who take care of childhood cancer patients, Avatar Gold representing colorectal patients and OncoNet representing health agents who take care of colorectal cancer patients. These types of virtual agents and avatars maximize the engagement of not only patients but also healthcare providers, particularly when employing evidence-based medicine.

While the use of virtual intelligent agent and avatar technology is still in the early stages in healthcare -- major social issues such as trust, security, and information privacy still remain to be navigated, and there are technical limitations regarding real-time perception, cognition, and action -- experts predict it will give patients and healthcare providers a new set of tools to better manage patients, increase patient empowerment and engagement, and improve patient adherence to treatment.

As Marin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos concluded in their paper, no matter what approach we adopt from whichever direction, the most decisive factor of progress is the proper use of data, information, knowledge, and evidence for better healthcare. Again, this is where we, as biomedical informaticians, come in.
9. Comment by F. Sanz

An important field beyond nomenclature debates

The stimulating paper of Martin-Sanchez and López-Campos [1] discusses from different relevant perspectives the current situation and the future prospects of the application of information technologies (IT) in the health field. They point out the overlap existing between the Digital Health and the Biomedical Informatics disciplines and analyze the popularity. Although I am not particularly interested in the debates about the nomenclatures used to refer to scientific disciplines, I think that this particular one reflects the existence of an emerging field that is changing the way in which health care and biomedical research are being carried out. In this context and following the reasoning line of the authors, I would like to stress the relation of the aforementioned disciplines with Bioinformatics and Computational Biology. Although these last disciplines are focused on the application of IT and computational methods to the analysis and understanding of biological data, most of them at the omics level and not necessary restricted to the biomedical field, they have today a clear focus on health related topics, and they are extending the scope of the considered data, including phenotypic and clinical ones. The European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA) constitutes a clear example of this evolution within the bioinformatics scientific community [67].

The European Commission supports the medical application of bioinformatics

The medical application of bioinformatics has been detected as a priority topic by the ongoing H2020 Program of the European Union, which launched a specific call for projects on the matter (PHC-32-2014. Advancing bioinformatics to meet biomedical and clinical needs). This call granted eight international projects, one of them being MedBioinformatics [68], which aims at developing integrative bioinformatics tools and software applications for analyzing the huge amount of data and knowledge generated in healthcare and biomedical research in order to facilitate translational research and precision medicine. A critical aspect that this project has detected is the need of an intense and active involvement of the intended final users (translational researchers and clinical practitioners) in the design and development of the applications. MedBioinformatics has been recently involved in the organization of the 1st European Conference on Translational Bioinformatics held in Copenhagen on April 26-27th, 2017, in parallel with similar initiatives existing in USA and Asia.

Effective integration of different types of information (the Biomedical Big Data)

A key challenge for advancing in Digital Health is the effective integration of heterogeneous (and incomplete) information of different types and from different sources, since the current existence of information silos and the insufficient availability of interoperability solutions are hampering the development of effective applications [69]. The types of information to be integrated includes clinical information, mainly from electronic health records, all the scope if high-throughput (omics) data, including information on how drugs and other chemicals
interact with the proteome, and information automatically extracted from biomedical literature by text-mining. The DisGeNET database [70], a resource on gene-disease associations constitutes a clear example of these integrative efforts [71]. The same challenges and opportunities regarding holistic approaches are also applicable in the field of pharmaceutical research [72]. In this respect the European EU-ADR initiative in the field of pharmacovigilance demonstrated the power of the integrative approaches in pharmacovigilance by detecting ‘prime suspects’ and providing plausible biological mechanisms for them [73].

In summary, Digital Health-Biomedical Informatics-Bioinformatics is an exciting area that is already yielding significant results and that offers stimulating opportunities for contributing to scientific research, business development and citizens’ health.
10. Comment by I. N. Sarkar

As with any discipline, there are perennial concerns of whether and when the suggestion of a new discipline is complementary or competitive to biomedical informatics. Historically, biomedical informatics has seen this challenge time and time again. Perhaps most famously is the relationship between “bioinformatics” and “biomedical informatics.” [49,50, 74-76] Of greater concern is when seemingly new disciplines emerge and gain rapid popularity without reference to the more than 60 years of relevant advances in biomedical informatics research and practice, such as noted by Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos [1] with respect to digital health.

While the fundamental goal remains the same, to utilize data for advancing the understanding of the basis of disease and supporting health care, the labels used to refer to biomedical informatics have evolved through the years. This has undoubtedly led to confusion for the greater biomedical research community—are we experts in “medical informatics,” “clinical informatics,” “bioinformatics,” or “biomedical and health informatics”? For most biomedical researchers it is not fathomable that a single discipline or individual can have deep expertise in more than one area of science. However, biomedical informatics is a macroscopic discipline, requiring a transdisciplinary approach to study health and support the practice of health care [42,77]. The biomedical informatics community continues to grapple with definitions and give rise to new labels, such as “translational bioinformatics” [78,79] and “clinical research informatics.” [80,81] Such introspection and precision in label making is valuable in contextualizing the application areas of biomedical informatics as well as providing the necessary plasticity in the discipline to accommodate advances in related disciplines, such as computer science, information science, and cognitive science.

The democratization of health data alongside near ubiquitous availability of computing resources has given rise to a new type of challenge for recognizing biomedical informatics contributions. As noted by Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos, the increased profile of digital health in the last 15 years has been achieved with little to no direct mention or partnership with biomedical informatics. This is certainly troubling, but not entirely unexpected as one might perceive biomedical informatics as a conservative academic discipline, especially in light of our philosophical discussions about who we are and what we do [82-85]. The irony of this perception, of course, is that biomedical informatics, is a pragmatic science at its core aiming to make best use of available data from multiple sources for providing the best health care at the precisely correct time.

Amidst the significant advances that are poised to transform health care, a major shortfall of the biomedical informatics community has been its ability in describing to the broader scientific community what we do, how we do it, and our accomplishments (beyond electronic health records). The result, as further highlighted by Martin-Sanchez and Lopez-Campos, is the risk of competing educational and research initiatives in digital health, biomedical data science, health IT, etc. Even with the best intentions, relying on policy makers or administrators to provide the necessary administrative framework for allowing biomedical informatics to best address the acute challenge of best leveraging data for supporting health has resulted in awkward organizations (e.g., “biomedical informatics” divisions within “biomedical data science” departments, which is akin to putting a “biological sciences” division within a “microbiology” department) and coarse labeling of biomedical informatics with catchy terms like “eHealth” or “in silico medicine.”

It is important to understand the nidus for digital health. Digital health is built on the foundation of: (1) Rapid technological advances in computing and communication technologies; and (2) Understanding of data indicative of health state and disease risk, including use of molecular sequence as well as general fitness data. In contrast to the majority of research in biomedical informatics, where data are gathered by a health care providers and biomedical researchers, digital health is based on
patient gathered data. Digital health is thus emblematic of patient empowered health care and therefore in stark contrast to traditional, provider-driven health care contexts. This, therefore suggests that digital health offers a new, technology-driven approach for next-generation health care [87]. It also acknowledges the current challenges in how health care is currently delivered, the cost inefficiencies in provider-driven diagnoses, and the general under utilization of available health data [88]. Within the realm of biomedical informatics, the sub-discipline of “consumer health informatics” (CHI) is most aligned with the axioms of digital health. There is thus a great opportunity for alliances between CHI working groups (e.g., the International Medical Informatics Association CHI Working Group) to be considered with colleagues in digital health.

The reflexive response to digital health for a biomedical informatics purist is perhaps to suggest that it is a mere distraction and, that it too will pass along with mHealth, health IT, or whatever phrase the media chooses to label our scientific contributions. However, there is a great opportunity to join the paradigm shift of health care delivery to more actively involve patients. As previously noted [89], by developing partnerships between CHI and the other facets of biomedical informatics, we can better approach health care challenges more holistically and identify the synergies with digital health. A major emphasis in recent years has been to leverage informatics approaches for supporting health care delivery, but there may be great merit in expanding to consider how one might support patients and preventative care. Indeed, many of the foundational methods developed and used in translational bioinformatics, clinical research informatics, and clinical informatics, just to name a few, might be combined with consumer health informatics methodologies to lead to a foundation that can catalyze digital health initiatives. Such synergies are in great demand by the patient community, and have resulted in the establishment of major entities focused on funding research specifically requiring patient engagement (e.g., the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute in the United States [90]). Because each facet of biomedical informatics should involve health care providers and patients, it might be considered that each major sub-discipline of biomedical informatics identifies its relationship to consumer health informatics. The result would be a foundation of methodologies that not only demonstrate the relevance of biomedical informatics with respect to digital health, but also better support our common beneficiary: the patient.
11. Comment by H. Tanaka

1. Introduction

In this issue, Martin-Sanchez et al. [1] wrote an excellent review paper on the new role which Biomedical Informatics should play in the era of so called “Digital Medicine”. In a lot of points raised in this paper, I mostly agree with the scope of the authors on the new emerging trends, caused by the “Big Data” revolution in biomedical and health fields. Furthermore, in connection to these drastic changes, I also share the same fear with the authors that, if biomedical informatics fails to significantly embrace with these emerging new disciplines, it would be “in grave danger of becoming irrelevant.”

The authors, however, do not explicitly describe the several crucial points regarding the advent of these new trends in “Digital Health”*. They are (1) changes of the basic mission and concept which medical care is generally expected to achieve in our current society, as the background and purpose of these new trends in Digital Health, (2) the essential features of “genuine” biomedical Big Data revolution, especially its difference from the conventional large data informatics and (3) the paradigm shifts in biomedicine and healthcare which this Big Data revolution is bringing us.

In describing above, I would mention that our current expertise in biomedical informatics successfully utilized in previous studies might not be no more so useful in coping with the radically new fields in Digital Health, mainly brought by biomedical Big Data revolution. Hence, we should conduct a revolutionary change even to radically alternate the established academic framework of our biomedical informatics, in order to embrace the new trends in Digital Health.

2. The paradigm shift of the mission and basic concept of medicine and healthcare in our present society.

What we should first take note of as a start of discussion is the drastic change regarding the mission and concept of medicine and healthcare in our society, due to the rapid arrival of “longevity society”, where most of the people is well expected to live to the age of 90. As frequently denoted, the disease prevalence structure of our society has been radically changed for these decades, especially in western developed countries. Although cure of acute diseases in the hospital is still an important part of the medical practice, socially more important role is care of the age-related chronic diseases such as hypertension, diabetes and so forth, now spending more than half of the national health expenditures in many developed countries.

The age-related chronic disease is long-termed disease generally not cured completely. So, its medical care would be life-long, taken mainly out of hospitals. The concept of life-long prevention becomes extremely important for the age-related chronic disease, not only against onset of the disease (the primary prevention), but also, and more important, against recurrence, aggravation and complication of the disease (the secondary and tertiary
prevention): for example, diabetes, if it is left untreated, causes the various complication such as renal failure requiring dialysis treatment which imposes a financial burden to national medical care expenditures.

In the medicine of previous era, as diseases to cure is mostly acute, medical care has no chance but to be “occasional” and “reactive” because most of the acute disease occurs abruptly, but in the era when the age-related chronic diseases are dominated, a concept of long-termed care through the life span, or longitudinal view of disease process become central, so that medical care is shifting to be much more “life-course-oriented” and “proactive” to the disease process.

In conclusion, the paradigm regarding the mission and concept of medicine and healthcare in current society is shifting from occasional and reactive medicine to “life-course-oriented proactive medicine”. In other words, predictive, preventive [91] and preemptive medicine [92] are expected to be realized to satisfy needs of our “longevity society”. Various new trends of Digital Health such as precision medicine and participatory healthcare are brought about in order to accomplish the life-course-oriented proactive medicine and healthcare.

3. The essential features of “genuine” biomedical Big Data and paradigm shifts Big Data revolution brought about

What we should take note of next is to understand the essential features of genuine “Big Data” revolution in biomedical and health fields. Recently, owing to the advances in biotechnology, vast amounts of biomedical data can be obtained with enormously reduced cost, but nevertheless with very high quality. Taking the human genome sequence as an example, time for reading the whole human genome is reduced about 10 thousand times less and its cost is also reduced more than 3 million times lower, during the recent 10 years, which exceeds by far Moore’s law.

3.1 Classification of the type of biomedical “Big Data”

In large, there are two types of biomedical and health “Big Data”. Difference between these two types of Big Data is crucial to understand the meaning of Big Data revolution.

3.1.1 Conventional biomedical large amount of data

One type is medical “Big Data” of “conventional” type, which collects the conventional medical information like clinical patient data (symptoms, laboratory tests, drug prescriptions, medical images etc.) or the epidemiological data (health survey or social inquiry about diet and life style etc.). On account of the rapid spread of digitalization of these conventional data,
for example, by the nation-wide spread of EHR, we now have a large digital repository of conventional clinical or epidemiological data such as nation-wide EHR databases in several countries.

This type of large conventional data, though often called “Big Data” wrongly, is nothing new, from information science, except that number of observed subjects (patients or participants) is “big”, so that we will not call it “Big Data” hereafter in this comment. To gather a large number of subjects’ data, however, might produce a new knowledge, which is not obtained by just seeing individual data alone, but emerges when large number of samples is collected, which is the long known principle called “law of large number” in statistics.

3.1.2 “Genuine” biomedical Big Data

Another type of Big Data is brand new and “genuine” biomedical Big Data. There are two subtypes of this genuine Big Data in biomedicine.

(a) Genomic Big Data

One subtype is comprehensive molecular information generally called “genomic Big Data” or “multi-omics Big Data”. The clinical use of the genomic Big Data is already implemented in the cutting-edge hospitals [93], by sequencing patient’s genome on their own, mainly (1) to identify the disease causative genetic aberration for undiagnosed and inherited disease at the point of care (POC) in clinical routine practice, or (2) to identify the driver mutation of cancer genes in order to assign the most appropriate molecularly-targeted anti-cancer drug to the patient.

Another fields utilizing genomic Big Data is genomic cohort/biobank, where genomes or omics of cohort participants are measured. The results are used, (1) in the population-based prospective genomic cohort (the cohort of healthy participants at least at the beginning of follow-up), to predict the relative risk of participants for onset of various diseases, and, (2) in the disease-oriented genomic cohort (cohort of the patients contracting specific diseases), to investigate the correlation between patient’s molecular information and clinical phenotypes such as disease outcome, providing the basic information to realize the personalized medicine. Thus, the biomolecular Big Data of genomic cohort is expected to provide an information basis to be utilized for realization of genome-omics medicine or healthcare.

The genomic or multi-omics Big Data are usually measured “in hospital” setting but recently measurement of these data can be executed in daily life setting. This kind of measurement is called “liquid biopsy” which observes the circulating tumor cells (CTC), circulating cell free DNA (ctDNA), extracellular RNA (exRNA), microRNA (miRNA), and exosome (cell-derived vesicle) that would be good biomarker for early diagnosis of cancerous, inflammatory, cardiovascular and metabolic diseases.

(b) mHealth Big Data
Another subtype of the genuine Big Data in healthcare is mobile health (mHealth) Big Data. On account of the rapid progress in sensor technology such as flexible organic electronics and smart IT revolution, unobtrusive and “continuous” monitoring of vital signals and behaviors by wearable sensors can be executed in natural settings. Each set of observed data is not so big, but accumulation of “24 hours continuous measurement” produces a mHealth Big Data, which develops new metrics and more effective interventions into health conditions (physical activity, sleep, depression, cognition, diet, etc.) with the use of smart data communication and processing devices.

3.2 Crucial difference between genuine Big Data and conventional large amounts of data

We should recognize the essential features of the “genuine” biomedical Big Data.

(a) Crucial difference in the purpose to collect Big Data

First, the purpose to collect genuine Big Data is quite different from that of collecting conventional large amounts of data. As I mentioned before, the purpose of conventional large amount of data is to reveal the hidden order or law which is not visible by observing small number of samples but emerges only when a sufficient number of samples are gathered. But the purpose of “genuine biomedical Big Data” is quite different from this collective approach.

Recent advances in clinical genome and multi-omics medicine have clarified that even if the disease name is same, there are variety of “intrinsic subtypes” due to the difference of underlying genomic and omics mechanism of disease which necessitates the “personalized medical treatment” for individual patient. Hence, the purpose for data collection in the genuine biomedical Big Data is to observe how many distinct “personalized subtypes” or “stratification” of disease are existing, to make the comprehensive “personalized medicine”. In the case of population-based cohort, how many personalized subtypes of disease occurring mechanism are existing, to make the “personalized prevention” complete. Hence we should collect as many as subjects (patients or participants) to exhaust all the personalized subtypes. The direction of the study is toward personalization not a collective law.

(b) “small n big p problem” and need for radically new informatics for Big Data

The second important feature is that, in contrast to the conventional medical large data where only number of subjects (n) is “big”, in the genuine biomedical Big Data, number of observed items or attributes (p) are extraordinarily “Big”. For example, sequencing the human genome produces three billion nucleotide data and if we measure other omics, the resultant number of measured data variables becomes so enormous. This situation is also valid for mHealth Big Data, continuous measurement of vital and behavioral signals.

Comparing the number of measured items (p), the number of subjects (patients or cohort participants) are, though effort is made to collect as many subjects as possible (for example, a half million participants in UK biobank [94]), several order of magnitude smaller than the number of attributes (p>>n), which is called “small n big p problem” [95] in statistics which makes most of statistical methods (especially, multivariate analysis) invalid or useless. Only
the new informatics such as “sparse data modelling” [96] or “deep learning” [97] can be utilized as effective analytical tools.

3.3 Paradigm shifts in biomedicine and healthcare which Big Data revolution brought about
———From RCT to Real World Data

We have already mentioned several paradigm shifts which Big Data revolution has brought about in medicine and healthcare. The authors also wrote several paradigm shifts in their paper. The first paradigm shift to denote is that from population medicine (“one size fits for all” medicine) to personalized (stratified) medicine which genomic and multi-omics Big Data has brought by revealing the diversity of disease subtypes. The second would be that from reactive to proactive medicine, which is already described in detail in section 2 of this comment. As similar concepts to this shift, we have mentioned about the predictive, preventive and preemptive medicine.

There are several other paradigm shifts which the Big Data revolution has brought about such as participatory medicine or “exposomic” healthcare (including environmental factors’ effect to health). As there is not sufficient space to discuss them, I only mention one of the important paradigm shift due to Big Data revolution which Sanchez et al.’s paper does not describe; the paradigm shift from randomized controlled trial (RCT) to real world data research, which means the RCT in clinical research.

From the concept of evidence-based medicine, RCT has been the “golden standard” for the clinical research. But, as it becomes widely known that there are so many personalized disease subtypes under the same entity of disease, it would be virtually impossible to make a randomized subject group for clinical trial which comprehensively subsumes all the personalized subtypes of disease, so that the group for RCT should be forced to be genetically biased. We have Big Data, which is full of real world data with number of subjects approaching to “population” in statistical meaning. We do not have to stick to the randomized “sampling” of subjects to make artificial clinical trial group, but directly use the real world data to extract the real world knowledge. Institute of Medicine (IOM) proposed the Learning Health System [98] which extracts the knowledge from real world clinical data while practicing medicine.

4. Our strategy to embrace the genuine Big Data revolution and Digital Health
--- The third revolution of the medical informatics

As I mentioned, the importance of biomedical Big Data revolution is not that data is just big, but, more important, it is now causing the essential paradigm shifts of biomedical and health.

The biomedical Big Data revolution impose us, essentially new challenges in the biomedical informatics. In coping with them, we should not stick to conventional biomedical
informatics method based on the past success experience in the clinical information system. The challenges are essentially new. Hence, we should abandon such an idea that we are expertized in handling the biomedical data, in order to be truly aggressive to cope with the brand new challenges which Digital Health has opened, such as to resolve “small-n, big-p problem” or reveal the reason why “deep learning” achieves a good performance for the biomedical problem, too.

Looking back at the history of medical informatics as academic discipline, there have been two revolutionary changes which even alternated the academic framework of medical informatics to subsume the new emerging fields.

The medical informatics started originally as digitalization or computerization of clinical information to establish the quantified objective medicine, a kind of similar concept as current “precision medicine”. Especially digitalization of patient medical record (EMR) and statistical analysis of diagnostic/therapeutic process were pursuit at that time [99].

First revolutionary change has taken place at late 70s or early 80s, due to the advent of AI (artificial intelligence) in medical informatics. Concretely medical expert systems like MYCIN, Internist-I and CASNET, executing medical diagnosis and giving therapeutic advice to the physicians. As the medical informatics at that time is mainly statistics-based, knowledge-based system is really a huge impact to it. The community of medical informatics was, however, very positive to include not only knowledge-based medical decision support systems but also knowledge science by alternating the framework of medical informatics by placing the conceptual study of medical knowledge in general (medical ontology and terminology) at the foundation level of medical informatics.

The second revolution was occurred due to the advent of bioinformatics and genome omics medicine in late 90s and early 00s. The rapid progress in genome omics science and its application to biomedicine have quaked the medical informatics community; at that time medical informatics only dealt with clinical phenotypic information. Although the academic basis (molecular genetics) to understand the new field such as bioinformatics or genome science has been unrelated to medical informatics community, it was very positive to include the bioinformatics or genome science, as long as these disciplines are related to clinical medicine. This subfield is now called “translational bioinformatics”. Even by changing the name of the discipline from “medical informatics” to “biomedical informatics”, our medical informatics community successfully subsumed the newly emerging disciplines, especially the American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA) was well taking in this new field.

Hence, I think this time advent of Big Data revolution and mobile or smart Digital Health would also demand the revolutionary change of our medical informatics society to cope with them. As in the two previous revolution, alternating the academic framework of biomedical informatics from its basis would be necessary. The revolutionary change this time would be to place the concept of life-course-oriented medicine and healthcare as the basis of our academic framework and new generation AI or machine learning method like deep learning as a central information tool for analyzing Big Health Data to extract new knowledge.
We should be modest to throw away our pride based on our past success of biomedical informatics. We are not privileged, in comparison to new comers in the Digital Health. We should devote ourselves to cope with the new emerging fields without any preconceived notion. The biomedical informatics has already overcome such a trial two times. Thus, I am quite optimistic about getting through the trial of this time, too.

*(note): Hereafter we use this term with rather comprehensive meaning than “digital medicine”.*
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